ABSTRACT: Based on fiber reinforced continuum mechanics theory, a simple hyperelastic constitutive model is developed to characterize the anisotropic nonlinear material behaviour of woven composite fabrics under large deformation during forming. The strain energy function for the hyperelastic model is additively decomposed into two parts nominally representing the tensile energy from weft and warp yarn fiber stretches and shearing energy from fiberfiber interaction between weft and warp yarns, respectively. The proposed material characterization approach is demonstrated on a balanced plain weave composite fabric. The equivalent material parameters in the hyperelastic constitutive model are obtained by matching experimental load-displacement data of uni-axial tensile and picture frame tests on the woven composite fabric. The development of this anisotropic fiber reinforced hyperelastic model is critical to the numerical simulation and optimization of woven composites forming.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, woven composite fabrics are of increasing interest in automotive and aerospace engineering due to their significant material properties. These factors provide strong motivation for composite industry to develop adequate design and simulation technologies for woven composites. One of the main challenges in the simulation process is the development of appropriate constitutive models that can accurately predict the anisotropic behaviour of woven composite fabrics resulting from the complex reorientation and redistribution of yarn fibers. Peng and Cao et al. [1] developed a non-orthogonal constitutive model to represent the anisotropic material behaviour of woven composites under large deformation. They considered two yarn directions and used them to define the non-orthogonal frame. Initial fiber orientation and deformation gradient is used to track the reorientation of the fibres during deformation. However as shown in Lee et al. [2] , in-plane tension can affect the shear force. Remaining in the same frame work of Peng and Cao [1] , the non-orthogonal constitutive modal was improved by Lee et al. [2] by introducing tension coupled shear modulus in the material stiffness matrix. Homogenization method is other approach in which analysis is carried out at meso-scale to reveal the constitutive properties. Nevertheless, it requires lengthy computational time [3] . A number of researchers have developed hypoelastic constitutive models for characterizing the behavior of woven composite fabrics at large strain [4, 5] . Based on an objective derivative，it shows that using the fiber rotation allows to keep the orthotropic direction coinciding with the fiber direction. This approach is carried out for single direction. Khan et al. [6] extended this approach to macro-scale to perform forming simulation which has two directions. In this model warp and weft fiber rotation tensor can correctly trace the specific behaviour of woven materials. The results obtained by this model show good accordance with experimental data of double dome benchmark [7] . This paper aims to develop a simple hyperelastic constitutive model based on fiber reinforced continuum mechanics theory to characterize the anisotropic nonlinear material behaviour of woven composite fabrics under large deformation during forming. The strain energy function for the hyperelastic model is decomposed into two parts nominally representing the tensile energy from weft and warps yarn fiber stretches and shearing energy from fiber-fiber interaction between weft and warp yarns, respectively. The proposed material characterization approach is demonstrated on a balanced plain weave composite fabric. The equivalent material parameters in the hyperelastic constitutive model are obtained by matching experimental loaddisplacement data of uni-axial tensile and picture frame tests on the woven composite fabric. The structure of the remainder of this paper is given as follows. In Section 2, a general fiber reinforced hyperelastic constitutive model is provided. The specific format and its detailed application to a plain weave composite fabric is provided in Section 3. Experimental uni-axial tensile and picture frame tests are introduced in this section to determine the equivalent material properties of the plain weave composite fabric. Section 4 gives a summary on the proposed hyperelastic constitutive model.
GENERAL FIBER REINFORCED CONTINUUM MECHANICS
In the continuum mechanics framework, the mechanical behaviour of a composite with hyperelastic ground material reinforced with a family of unidirectional aligned fibers can be represented by a strain energy function W , which can be expressed as a scalar function of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor and the original fiber directional unit vector [8] i.e.;
where = ∂ ∂ F x X is the deformation gradient tensor. X represents the position of a material particle in the original (undeformed) configuration, while x is the position of the corresponding particle in the current (deformed) configuration. The strain energy function may be written in terms of invariants as
where the invariants are given by,
where a λ is the stretch of fiber a.
If the hyperelastic body is reinforced by an extra family of fibers with original fiber directional unit vector b 0 , the strain-energy function W is an isotropic invariant of C, and can be expressed as a function of the following invariants: 
The Cauchy stress tensor, σ, is given by from which we obtain the expression, 
where I is the 2 nd order unit tensor, B is the left Cauchy-
SPECIFIC APPLICATION TO WOVEN COMPOSITE FABRICS
Due to friction between fiber yarns, there is some energy dissipation during forming. Nevertheless, the energy required to deform woven composite fabrics can be approximately treated as the strain energy of the corresponding deformation status in our hyperelastic approach during forming process, provided that the unloading process is not considered. Similar treatment is implied in the development of hypoelastic models for woven composite fabrics [4, 5] . Therefore, the fiber reinforced constitutive framework in Section 2 is applicable to woven composite fabrics. Unlike sheet metal forming, woven composite fabrics usually undergo small membrane extension along yarn directions while experience large angular variation between weft and warp yarns during forming. Woven fabrics can be regarded as composites with only two families of reinforced fibers and the ground substance is ignored in the development of hyperelastic constitutive model. The strain energy can be decomposed into two parts: one is from fiber stretch; other one is from fiberfiber interaction due to angular rotation between weft and warp yarns. Consequently, the strain energy function can be written as ( ) 
With the decomposition of the strain energy function in Eq. (7), the material characterization of woven composite fabrics can be greatly facilitated: 1). By matching experimental data of uni-axial tensile tests along one fiber yarn direction, the specific format for F W can be obtained 2). By matching experimental data of picture frame test (pure shearing) to obtain the specific format for W FF . A plain woven thermoplastic composite (glass fiber and polypropylene resin) fabric is taken as an example to demonstrate the proposed material characterizing approach. The material properties of the constitutive phases can be found in [1] . The experimental uni-axial tensile load-displacement curve is transformed to stress-strain curve and is shown in Fig. 1 .
Figure 1: Uni-axial tensile tests on plain weave composite [1]
The curve is smoothed by curve-fitting, and then by integrating the stress over strain and noting Then by curve-fitting, we obtain the tensile strain energy density as a function of ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) A simple geometric analysis on Fig. 3 gives the relation between the angle ϕ and displacement u in trellising tests of woven composite fabrics:
where L is the frame length. The testing frame size is 300 300 mm mm × , the effective size of the tested composite fabric is 210 210 mm mm × . The smoothed average load-displacement is shown in Fig. 4 . By integrating the load curve over the displacement gives the work needed to deform the composite fabric, which is assumed to be transformed to strain energy. Assuming incompressible for the woven fabric, the strain energy density is obtained by dividing the strain energy over the fabric volume Adding Eqs (9) and (11) gives the total strain energy for a composite fabric under general deformation status. Then the Cauchy stress tensor can be computed according to Eq. (8) . This completes the development of the hyperelastic fiber reinforced constitutive model for the plain woven composite fabric. Compared with hypoelastic models, a hyperelastic model has the advantage that it does not violate the thermodynamics rules in multiaxial loading-unloading situation. However, for woven engineering textiles, the energy dissipation is unavoidable during the shear deformation and tensile deformation due to the friction between yarns. Hence neither hypoelastic nor hyperelastic models can simulate the loading-unloading process of woven textiles because, as they are elastic models, they cannot capture energy dissipation. During most material forming process, however, there is usually no unloading applied to the textile composites (i.e., the stretch deformation and the shear deformation both change monotonically). In this case, both hypoelastic and hyperelastic models can closely simulate the mechanical responses of the textile composites.
CONCLUSIONS
In the continuum mechanics framework, a simple hyperelastic fiber reinforced constitutive model is developed to represent the anisotropic nonlinear mechanical behavior of woven composite fabrics during forming. The strain energy function is decomposed into two parts as tensile and shearing energies to facilitate the material characterization process. The proposed constitutive modelling approach is demonstrated on balanced plain weave composites. The specific format for the strain energy function is determined from loaddisplacement curves of uni-axial tests for the tensile part and of picture frame (trellising) 
